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Executive Summary: 
 

This document reports the overall status of the concluded Remote Pilot (RP) project by VesCo (Integration A to 

D) as well as the more detailed progress of the final integration E. 
 

The target of the RP project was to design and develop a prototype of an integrated drone solution to support 
ship pilotage as a first steps towards shore based pilotage. After an initial design phase, two different drone 

systems were identified that are required for this workflow: A System 1, which provides a visual feedback to the 
ship pilot via camera (+ optional night vision via infrared) from one or several drones, and a System 2, which is 

capable of bringing positioning and communication equipment to the ship in a cargo box, which initially was 

designed as a carry and drop system and later corrected to a carry and land solution to provide both shore to 
ship (for inbound ships) and ship to shore (for outbound ship) logistics. 

 
Both systems were provided with individual, embedded human machine interface (HMI) interfaces (HMI version 

1 and version 2), which later was extended to a global HMI and backend (HMI version 3 and 4) to control all 

drones associated with one operation from a single, integrated frontend and backend, including video-streams 
(visualized in separate windows for more flexible workspace design) and visual representations on a map. 

 

 
Image 1: screenshot of final HMI 
 
Integration A and B introduced general design approaches and focused on underlying technologies, including 

general applicability and controllability of drones via HMI, integration of streamable video feeds and gathering 
data via AIS (Automatic Idetification System – a standardised message design broadcasted by ships for 

identification, positioning and status). Further the integration was used to build up the required drone hardware 

at Third Element Aviation (3EA). 
 

After Integration B, project partner Blue Ocean Robotics intended to leave the project and a period between 
Integration B and Integration C was subsequently used for handover to project partner 3EA. The handover also 

included a revised project plan. 
 

Integration C and D then focused on the System 1, introducing remote control of individual drones and groups 

of drones (swarm control) via HMI, live video streaming via mobile network, long distance communication and 
swarm failsafes, covering System 1 related content from Integration C to E while moving all System 2 related 

content to Integration D (design review, initial integration) and E (full implementation). 
 

Integration E then put focus on the carry and land system. Integration E has been subject to several extensions 

and delays of presentation due to Corona gathering restriction in the spring and autumn of 2020, as well as 
issues identified at the July and September workshops needing corrections and redesign of solution. 

 
The Final demo of Integration E was planned to take place in Nyborg, with a live demo of the carry / land 

application, demonstrating the automatic workflow with take-off activated from HMI - autonomously flight to 
pilot boat based on AIS feed – automatic identification of and landing on tag on a moving pilot boat. Restrictions 
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due to Corona made gathering of the development team from Bielefeld, Germany, DanPilot team and guests in 
Nyborg impossible for the final integration E demo.  

 
Alternative approach to demonstrate of the carry land application was agreed with Maritime Fond.   

The project acquired an AIS transmitter and the German authority were applied for a temporary experimental 

MMSI number. At receipt of MMSI number and AIS transmitter, a car with trailer was equipped with the AIS 
transmitter, acting as a sailing vessel. While driving at a pace of up to 3 m/s (corresponding to 5-6 Kn, typical 

port approach speed), take off was activated from the HMI. The System 2 drone flew autonomously to the 
moving vessel (car and trailer) based on AIS, scanned the vessel to identify the tagged landing zone and made 

an automatic landing on the tag on the trailer, both with a non-moving and moving target. A certified drone 
pilot with back up control, was located at the test area as back-up, in order to comply with drone rules and 

regulations, as in all former trials.  

 

 
Image 2: Test setup for completing demonstration of Integration E 
 
The trial was video documented, is part of the video summary of the project and is available on link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RqMtK_7ZfGSTpMz07JQK-hRRQJFnHHaY/view?usp=sharing 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RqMtK_7ZfGSTpMz07JQK-hRRQJFnHHaY/view?usp=sharing
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Summary of project work and outcome 
 

The following overview is to give a summary of the project work conducted throughout the project as a whole. 

The initial integration design, following the idea of agile development and providing results based on 

development goal in five iterative steps was deluded from the project design phase and featured in the project 

application towards the Danish Maritime Fond. 

 

Image 3: Integration visions from the project design phase 

Below the achieved deliverables of all 5 integrations are summarised. Some deliverables from the original 

Integration plan has been exchanged during the development as part of the agile approach and to optimise the 

project flow. 

The Core visions of Integration D was rearranged to include all deliverables of swarm / formation control and 

follow me (vessel) capability in simulation as well in live demonstration over land and water. Refactoring the 

HMI to multi drone control, and integration of CSI camera / 4G based live video streaming. 

The Core vision of integration E was rearranged to include all deliverables of precisions landing / take off on 

moving target with carry system, in simulation as well as live demonstration.  

In the field workshops and demos associated with Integration E, all of these functionalities were demoed in real 

live scenarios, mostly at the danpilot facilities in Nyborg. 
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Integration A:  

Headlines of integration content:  

• Demonstrate operational drone capabilities  

• Demonstrate a visual overview using the drone 

• Deliver and present system requirements 

• Deliver and present results from research/investigation 

In Integration A, the main focus of the RP project was to put requirements and design concepts into techniques, 

technologies and workflows. Further, identified existing technologies or at least technological approaches were 

tested and challenged with regards to the overall project requirements. Also, first hardware was presented. 

Outcomes of this initial phase were presented to the board of VesCo in September 2018 by BOR and 3EA: 
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Integration B: 

Headlines of integration content:  

• Precision landing and take off on static target 

• Carry and drop system changed to carry and land application 

• HMI v1 

• Risk assessment (SORA) 

• Fail safe 1 

• Follow me function v.1 

In Integration B the first HMI version was presented and demoed in basic functionalities with a test UAV. The 

HMI featured direct control over a single UAV as well as basic follow vessel functions based on reading AIS 

information of a user defined vessel from a web service. Further first integrations of live video transmission and 

precise landing and take-off from a static target, as well as basic fails-safe functionalities were presented with 

the final hardware. 

The initial risk assessment for the SORA (Specific Operational Risk Assessment) was conducted and results were 

presented.  

Based on further assessments and input from other projects, the design decision was made to shift the focus of 

System 2 to a carry and land system, which proved to be better for ship to shore workflows and reduced the 

complexity in favour of more robustness. 

 

Image 4: Test flight during Integration B demonstration at Nyborg 

Outcomes were presented to the board of VesCo in Feburary 2018 by BOR and 3EA: 

After integration B, BOR expressed desire to leave the operative part of the project. 
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Integration C: 

Headlines of integration content:  

• HMI v2 

• Application for permissions  

• Specify requirements for swarm fail safe 

• Swarm software architecture 

• Follow me function v.2  

After a project break in the conduct of integrations to allow for a proper handover of results and outcomes from 

BOR to 3EA, Integration C was conducted. The project put focus on implementing previous results into final 

hardware, to address know issues in communication and HMI control and to show first follow vessel 

functionalities in a final hardware. 

As a result, the final hardware was capable of being remote controlled via mobile network (4G/LTE) in a 

protected virtual private network (VPN). The HMI software was refactored and redesigned to move the backend 

from the embedded computer inside the drone to a stationary computer, which then connects to each assigned 

drone in the VPN, allowing for swarm/group flights. The redesign also featured several performance 

improvements and addressed known bugs (software failures). 

The carry and land system was addressed by implementing a land detection. Learnings from outside the RP 

project had shown that large UAVs in critical conditions (e.g. wind, unstable landing) may take several seconds 

for the automated land detection to disarm (disengage engines) the drone. Consequently an independent land 

detection outside the flight controller was developed that works in parallel to the existing solution, to measure 

distance above ground and detect the physical impact of a touch down to trigger a disarm faster and more 

reliable, to avoid critical situations after touch down. This solution was adjusted and implemented for the RP 

project. 

Outcomes of this development phase were presented to the board of VesCo in October 2019 in Bielefeld by 3EA. 
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Integration D: 

Headlines of integration content:  

• HMI v3 

• HMI refactored to multi drone  

• Swarm fail safe 1 

• Follow me functionality over land & water (final) 

• Live video streaming 

• Swarm & formation control 

• Swarm & formation demo in Nyborg 

Integration D was focused on implementing and testing the follow vessel function, based on a real AIS equipped 

vessel, with multiple drones in a group/swarm, testing the corresponding fail safes and introducing video 

streaming via LTE/4G.  

In result, a set of test systems was built, set up and tested in Nyborg. The decision on test hardware was made 

to avoid loosing project critical and expensive final hardware in the first tests in final environment. The test 

drones were equipped with identical electronics and communication hardware and video cameras. Based on the 

refactored and redesigned HMI backend from Integration C, these test drones were integrated into the software 

as a group. For this purpose, a database was integrated to manage individual drones and group/swarm 

assignments (see Appendix A). As part of this, also a revised HMI interface was introduced.  

 

Image 5: New HMI layout 

Further, new fail safe and safety functions were integrated into the embedded software on the drones, in addition 

to already existing basic fail safes. These allow for collision avoidance between drones during swarm operations. 

In the demo and field trials, the capability of these systems was demonstrated by using a pilot boat provided by 

DanPilot. Since the AIS signal is a standardised signal, the System 1 function can be used with any AIS equipped 

vessel. In Nyborg, these test systems were capable for reliably following the boat, were able to change their 

relative position to the boat, allowing for different formations (see below) and to provide a live video stream, 

fulfilling the expectations towards System 1 for this project stage of the RP project. 

Outcomes of this integration were presented to the board of VesCo after these field trials/demo on 20. January 

2020: N/A 

A video documentation of the test can be found here: N/A 
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Integration E 

Headlines of integration content: 

• Demo of automatic precision landing and take-off on moving target. 

• Redesign of AIS source to Gate House AIS stream 

• Demo of System 1 functionalities in final hardware 

• Long distance communication and real time video feed improvements 

• HMI final version with user interface redesign 

Integration E was focused on implementing the System 2 functionalities into a final carry and land drone system. 

Further the results of Integration D, with improvements and bug fixes based on lessons learned in Integration 

D, were integrated into the final hardware of System 1. Also a redesign of the user interface was introduced as 

part of the final HMI frontend and backend.  

In result, a new and final HMI version was designed and implemented. The new layout puts more focus on the 

map view of the operation of drones, gives a dynamic list overview of drones in action and allows for video 

streaming in dedicated windows. As requested by DanPilot, the AIS information source used in the software has 

been shifted from Vesselfinder to Gatehouse, since this is the general AIS information provider of choice for 

DanPilot, a better update rate of AIS information for moving vessels is provided and more robust service level 

agreements with gatehouse exist. This implementation changed some underlying layouts. The final system 

architecture is also displayed in Appendix A. 

Image 6: New HMI frontend 
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The implementation of the functions of System 1 into two final drone systems, equiped with gimbal stabilised 

streaming cameras was completed without obstacles. This implementation allows for better performance in 

challenging situations (light rain, wind). Also, improvements to video streaming were implemented, reducing 

artefacts and latency in the video transmission. 

Image 7: test flights in group formation in Nyborg 

 

In the first field trial of Integration E, compass errors led to instable flight conditions and a critical situation, 

rectified by manual intervention by the safety pilot. Log file assessment showed that electromagnetic 

interferences caused improper compass sensor results, making the UAVs used in the project unfit for a long 

term, productive use in expected scenarios. It was decided that addressing the problem is not part of the project 

scope, but initial research and a solution design were conducted. Generally available GNSS solutions that support 

heading estimation with dual antennas were identified. These will need to be implemented before 

commercialisation in order to overcome the risks associated with electromagnetic interferences. 

 

As part of the carry and land integrations, the Integration E included the implementation of a visual tag detection 

and landing on the tag by building up on existing precision land functions. This function was tested and 

successfully tested by using a dual tag landing spot layout (see Appendix B) in different environments: 

Step Speed Operation scenario 

1. Stopped 0 kn = 0 km/t Vessel alongside berth, landingspot on solid ground 

2. Slow 1 Kn ~ 2 km/t Vessel a drift or at anchor  

3. Medium 2-3 Kn ~ 1,5 m/s Vessel port maneuver speed 

4. High 5-6 Kn ~ 3 m/s Vessel approach to port speed  

 

Integration E works shops has been severely delayed due to problem to assemble the team according to the 

Corona travel and gathering restrictions, as well as issues requiring alterations before final test and integration 

demo. The Final integration E demo was completed in Bielefeld, Germany mid-December 2020. And the video 

documentation of the demo presented to and approved by the Board of VesCo on Dec 16th 2020, with 8,5 

months delay. 

Tests were conducted with pilot boat during the July and September 2020 workshops in Nyborg. The final tests 

and demo of step. 4 with vessel port approach speed were conducted in Bielefeld on alternative set-up with car 

and trailer acting as approaching vessel, due to Corona travel restrictions. 

Video link to Step 4 demo video-recording: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l4mTOaDYK5U1GvmYiCj_-QRUXbJ-

zFZw/view?usp=sharing 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l4mTOaDYK5U1GvmYiCj_-QRUXbJ-zFZw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l4mTOaDYK5U1GvmYiCj_-QRUXbJ-zFZw/view?usp=sharing
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Outstanding tasks:  

First draft of VesCo’s SORA risk assessment was submitted to Bolig, Bygge & Trafik styrelsen for authority review 

in October 2019 under Integration C. The project received initial feedback on the submitted risk assessment in 

August 2020. The project will re-submit a revised SORA assessment and application for flight permission in 

January 2021, in accordance with the newly released, pan-european standards for such risk assessments, based 

on the JARUS recommendations.   

At completion of Integration E demo Dec. 16th, the following items are pending: 

● Re-submission to and approval of SORA application (risk assessment) by authority. The SORA application 

will be re-submitted to bolig, bygge og trafik styrelsen January 2021. Case processing time currently 

unknown. 

● Permission for BVLOS flights & flights with multiple drones from one control. Application for flight 

permission will be submitted to authority upon approved risk assessment (SORA). Case processing time 

currently unknown. 

Conclusion 
 

The project "2018-086, VesCo Systems, Remote Pilot" is, with the final integration E approved by VescO board, 

completed on December 16th 2020. The final Integration E was finalized with a significant delay according to 

project plan. The delay was caused by challenges to gather the team due to corona travel restrictions, and 

issues identified at workshops requiring re-design of the solution.  
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Appendix A – N/A 
 

Appendix B – Visual marker design 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

grey box:  designated landing area 
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Tag large: long range visual marker for approach 

Tag small:   short range visual marker for precise landing 

Red H:  Expected final landing spot 


